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January 17, 2020 
 

 
Regulatory Commission of Alaska 
701 West Eighth Avenue, Suite 300 
Anchorage, Alaska 99501 

 
Subject:   Tariff Advice Letter 36-733  
       Well Maintenance Surcharge Filing 

 
Dear Commissioners: 

 
The tariff filing described below is transmitted to you for filing in compliance with 

Sections 3 AAC 48.200 - 3 AAC 48.430 of the Alaska Administrative Code and LO 
#1900454: 
 

Tariff Sheet Cancels Sheet  
Number Revision Number Revision Schedule or Rule Number 

90 First 90 Original Section 38.9 
 
Cook Inlet Natural Gas Storage Alaska, LLC (“CINGSA”) proposes a Well 

Maintenance Surcharge (“Surcharge”) to recover Well Maintenance1 work on the 
Cannery Loop Unit storage well 3 (“CLUS-3”) incurred in 2019 (“CLUS-3 2019 
Workover”), as provided by Section 38 of its tariff.  For Firm Storage Service (“FSS”), 
CINGSA is proposing a Surcharge rate of $0.0961 per Mcf applied to Contracted 
Withdrawal Quantity and $0.0013 per Mcf applied to Maximum Storage Quantity.  For 
Interruptible Storage Service (“ISS”), CINGSA is proposing a Surcharge rate of $0.0045 
per Mcf applied to maximum quantity of stored gas for the month.  The Surcharge will 
apply to all CINGSA FSS and ISS Customers.2  

I. BACKGROUND 
 

During the course of Docket U-18-043, parties discussed the costs CINGSA had 
incurred to conduct storage well maintenance on the facility.  The Regulatory Commission 
of Alaska (“Commission”) acknowledged in Order No. U-18-043(15) that due to “the 
outsized nature of drill rig costs together with CINGSA’s critical role in Cook Inlet’s gas 

                                            
1 Capitalized terms that are not defined in this letter are defined in CINGSA’s tariff. 
2 As of the date of this letter, CINGSA has 4 FSS Customers and 6 currently effective ISS 

agreements, including one with each of its FSS Customers. 
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deliverability infrastructure,” CINGSA should implement a tariff surcharge for well 
maintenance activities that require a drill rig.  CINGSA filed the proposed mechanism as 
TA35-733 on October 31, 2019.3 

 
The Commission reviewed TA35-733 during the 45 day statutory timeline, and 

approved the filing and tariff sheets on December 11, 2019 in LO #1900454.  In its Letter 
Order, the Commission stated that “CINGSA must provide supporting documentation of 
costs.”4  In support of this tariff filing, CINGSA has included all costs, along with supporting 
invoices, in Attachments A and B.  The Commission also stated in its Letter Order that 
“wireline costs may be appropriately included in a well maintenance surcharge when such 
costs are required for, or used in conjunction with, a drill rig.”5  As discussed in more detail 
below, CINGSA has included wireline costs among the costs that it is seeking to recover.  

 

II. HISTORY OF REPAIR SEEKING RECOVERY 
 

On March 13, 2018, CINGSA was unable to utilize CLUS-3 for withdrawal service.  
An investigation showed that the well had loaded up with water starting sometime in 
February of 2018.  A month later, CINGSA cleaned out the well and re-perforated the 
lower section of the storage formation.  When attempting to put the well back in to service, 
CINGSA identified that the protective sleeve was stuck in the landing nipple for the 
subsurface safety valve (“SSV”).  Numerous attempts were made to remove the sleeve, 
and in October of 2018 the sleeve was successfully extracted; however, there was 
damage to the SSV landing nipple during the process, and the SSV could not be 
reinstalled.  

 
CINGSA received a waiver from the Alaska Oil and Gas Conservation Commission 

(“AOGCC”) to operate CLUS-3 without an SSV under certain conditions during the 2018-
2019 withdrawal season.  Preparations for the CLUS-3 repair were made during the 
summer of 2019 and a projected costs of $2.5 million was estimated for budget purposes.  
In September 2019, CINGSA utilized a Drill Rig to perform a workover on CLUS-3, which 
included replacing a SSV landing nipple.  CINGSA’s repair was successful.   

 
CINGSA spent many months before the workover creating a work plan, obtaining 

the required Sundry Approvals from the AOGCC, and working with consultants to 
coordinate equipment rentals and purchase parts.  Some parts had long lead times to 
acquire.  Although the 2019 work to repair to repair CLUS-3 was budgeted at $2.5 million, 

                                            
3 U-18-043(15), pp. 58-62.  This section of the Order also specifically discusses well remediation 

work involving drill rigs planned for two CINGSA wells, CLUS-3 and Cannery Loop Unit Storage wells 5 (“ 
“CLUS-5”). 

4 LO#1900454, p 1. 
5 Id. 
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the final project costs totaled approximately $1.0 million.   
 
CINGSA contracted with Petrotechnical Resources of Alaska, Inc. (“PRA”) to 

perform upfront engineering work and to manage the workover of CLUS-3.  PRA provided 
a team of experienced production engineers to assess risks, identify alternatives, 
organize the purchase of parts and rental of equipment, and provide a license well control 
specialist (as required by AOGCC) during the on-site repairs. 

 
Before performing the workover, CINGSA used Wireline services in August 2019 

to set the plug in CLUS-3.  Using Wireline during this process allowed CINGSA to utilize 
a safe, cost effective method that included diagnostic tools, gauges, equipment and apply 
mechanical force necessary for setting, pulling, or servicing subsurface equipment under 
pressure with the tree-on, while under pressure without “killing” the well. 

 
To complete the necessary work, CINGSA entered into a contract with Hilcorp to 

utilize their Drill Rig, “Rig 169.”  The Drill Rig was mobilized on September 15, 2019 and 
successfully pulled the 7-inch tubing to access the subsurface landing nipple.  The landing 
nipple was replaced and tubing was run back downhole.  Rather than utilizing the Drill 
Rig to make a number of runs to perform the various downhole tasks required before 
putting the well back in operation, CINGSA utilized the lower-cost Wireline. Coiled tubing 
was also utilized to evacuate the tubing before operations could commence.  Finally, in 
October 2019, CINGSA pulled the plug and set in the SSV with Wireline services and 
CLUS-3 was brought back online. 

III. SUMMARY OF COSTS AND BASIS FOR FILING 
 
CINGSA is seeking to recover $1,037,514.41 related to the workover on CLUS-3.  

Attachment A shows a schedule of costs that includes the vendor, date incurred, and 
explanation of cost.  Also, the first column (Item #) on Attachment A coordinates with the 
invoice backup found in Attachment B. 

 
CINGSA has provided all invoice support as Attachment B, as required by LO# 

1900454.  All Sundry Reports filed with the AOGCC related to the workover on CLUS-3 
are included as Attachment C (please note these reports have previously been filed with 
the Commission). 

 
Tariff Sheet 90 (found on Attachment D) shows the calculation of the surcharge 

rates, relying on the methodology that the Commission approved in TA35-733.  A copy of 
the calculation found on Sheet 90 is also provided below for reference.  CINGSA asks to 
recover the costs over a 36-month period.  
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IV. CONCLUSION 
 
CINGSA greatly appreciates the Commission’s recognition of the critical role it 

plays in Cook Inlet’s gas deliverability infrastructure.  CINGSA further appreciates the 
Commission’s acknowledgment that Well Maintenance, which requires the use of a 
specialized rig, creates challenges for cost recovery, for which normal ratemaking 
methods are ill-equipped.  CINGSA believes that this proposed Well Maintenance 
Surcharge fully complies with the Commission’s Order U-18-043(15) and LO# 1900454.  

 
CINGSA respectfully requests that the Commission approve review and approve 

these costs at the conclusion of the 45-day standard notice and review period.   
 
 

Sincerely, 
 
Cook Inlet Natural Gas Storage Alaska, LLC 
 
 
 
Daniel M. Dieckgraeff 
Director of Rates and Regulatory Affairs 
Phone: 907-334-7661 
Fax: 907-334-7657 
Dan.dieckgraeff@enstarnaturalgas.com 

1)   Qualified Well Maintenance Package ID
CLUS-3 2019 

Workover
2)   Eligible Well Maintenance Costs  $            1,037,514 
3)   Amortization Period (Months)                            36 
4)   Monthly Amount (line 2 ÷ 3)  $                 28,820 
5)   FSS Total MSQ Contracted Quantities (Mcf)              11,000,000 
6)   FSS Total CWQ Contracted Quantities (Mcf)                   150,000 
7) FSS Surcharge Rate-Applied to MSQ Monthly Per Mcf ((line 4 X 50%)
÷ Line 5)

 $                 0.0013 

8) FSS Surcharge Rate-Applied to CWQ Monthly Per Mcf ((line 4 X
50%) ÷ Line 6)

 $                 0.0961 

9) ISS Surcharge Rate-Applied to maximum quantity of gas stored for
the Month Per Mcf ((line 8 ÷ 30.4) + Line 7)

 $                 0.0045 

10) Effective for billings on or after April 1, 2020
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Attachment A: Summary of Costs 
Attachment B: Invoices for Costs 
Attachment C: AOGCC Sundry Approvals 
Attachment D: Revised Tariff Sheet 90 


